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FINITELY MANY PRIMITIVE POSITIVE CLONES
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(Communicated by Donald Passman)

ABSTRACT. Given a finite set A there are only finitely many sequences of

the form (Con(An))n>, or (Hom(An, A))n>1; where A is any algebra on

A. From this we derive the fact that there are only finitely many primitive

positive clones on A, which solves a problem posed by A. F. Danil'ienko in

the 1970s. Consequently there are only finitely many model companions for

universal Horn classes generated by an algebra of a given finite size.

This paper is about clones of operations (on a finite set) which are closed under

definitions by existentially quantified systems of equations. We call such clones

primitive positive clones.1

It is reported in [6] that A. V. Kuznecov first defined the notion of a primitive

positive clone, and had proved by 1967 that a two-element set has only 25 primitive

positive clones. A. F. Danil'ienko [5] subsequently proved that a three-element set

has only finitely many primitive positive clones, and she reported [6] in 1979 that

the "problem of finiteness" for larger sets was still open.

Our interest in this "problem of finiteness" stems from the study of model com-

panions. In Burris and Werner [4] it is proved that for any finite set K of finite

structures the universal Horn class ISP(Ti) generated by K has a model compan-

ion. Recently M. Albert [1] made the fascinating discovery that only finitely many

essentially different model companions arise from universal Horn classes generated

by a single two-element algebra. This follows from the finiteness result of Kuznecov,

plus the following key observation of Albert:

If A is a finite algebra and A is the expansion of A to all operations

in the primitive positive clone generated by A, then the model

companion of ISP(A) is just an extension by definitions (see [9])

of the model companion of ISP (A).

Indeed the subuniverses of A7, 7 arbitrary, which belong to members of the model

companion of ISP(A) are completely determined by the primitive positive clone of

A.

In this paper we solve the finiteness problem: namely, we show that for each

k > 1 there are only finitely many primitive positive clones on the set {0,1,..., k —

1}. Consequently, given k, there are only finitely many essentially different model
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companions arising from universal Horn classes generated by a single fc-element

algebra.

1. Preliminaries. Let A be a finite nonempty set. Oa denotes the set of all

n-ary operations on A, n > 1. If 7 Ç Oa, then we let (A, 7) denote the canonical

indexed (rather than nonindexed) algebra on A; this is so that we can discuss

formulas in the language of (A, 7), and homomorphisms between powers of (A, 7).

Following A. Robinson, we call a first-order formula of the form 3A atomic a

primitive positive formula. A primitive positive clone on A is a subset 7 Q Oa

which contains every operation f e Oa whose graph is definable by a primitive

positive formula in the language of (A, 7). Clearly every 7 Ç Oa is contained

in a smallest primitive positive clone, which we call the primitive positive clone

generated by 7.

2. Results.

THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite set. Then {(Con(A"))„>i | A t'a an algebra

on A} is a finite set of sequences.

PROOF. Let f,g,h,ke An. Then

(f,g)eeAn(h,k)     iff    An\=ir(f,g,h,k)

for some principal congruence formula Tr(x,y,z,w). (Recall [3] that a principal

congruence formula is a certain kind of primitive positive formula which witnesses

Mal'cev's description of principal congruences.) Note that An \= ir(f,g,h,k) iff

A \= ir(f(i), g(i), h(i), k(i))     for all i < n

since it is primitive positive. Hence the set {nA Ç A4 : 7r is a principal congruence

formula} determines the sequence

({eA»(M):M€Aw}),¿i

which in turn determines the sequence (Con(A™))n>i in the usual way. The the-

orem now follows from the fact that there are only finitely many sets of 4-ary

relations on A.    D

THEOREM 2. Let A be a finite set. Then {(Hom(A™, A))„>1 | A is an algebra

on A} is a finite set of sequences.

PROOF. Let a be a map from An to A. Then a is a homomorphism from An

to A iff
(i) kera e Con(A"), and

(ii) the canonical map a: A"/kera —► A defined by a(//kera) = a(f) is an

embedding of A"/kera into A.

If (i) is true but (ii) is false, there must be a term t(x\,... ,xm) in the language

of A, and elements d\,..., dm e A"/kera, such that

«AVtar«^,. ..,dm)¿tA(ádu... ,ádm).

Since a is injective we can assume (by equating variables) that m < \A\. Note

that iA /kera is completely determined by tA, n, and kera. Thus the sequence

(Con(An))„>i together with the set of at most |A|-ary term functions of A give us
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sufficient information to determine the sequence (Hom(An, A))n>j. The theorem

now follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that there are only finitely many sets of

at most |A|-ary operations on A.    D

The preceding theorems have the following sort of consequence. If one is given

an algebraic property P of the congruences of an algebra (or of the homomorphisms

from one algebra to another) there is an integer-valued function np(k) such that,

for any finite algebra A, we can determine whether all members of the sequence

(Con(A"))n>i (or (Hom(A™, A))„>i) satisfy P by checking only those for which

n < np (\A\). It would be interesting to determine np for some of the standard prop-

erties of congruences like congruence distributive, congruence modular, congruence

permutable, skew free, and all congruences are factor congruences.

We now turn to the finiteness problem of primitive positive clones. The following

result is credited in the literature [5, 10] to Kuznecov; the first published proof (of

an equivalent result) is apparently due to L. Szabó [10]. The result follows directly

from the Galois theory for operations and relations on a finite set introduced by

Bodnarcuk, Kaluznin, Kotov, and Romov [2] (see also [7]).

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose 7\,72 are sets of operations on the finite set A and

define Ai to be the algebra (A, 7i), i = 1,2. Then 7\ and 72 generate the same

primitive positive clone iff

(Hom(A?, Ai))n>i = (Hom(A£, A2))n>x.    D

COROLLARY 4. For each finite set A, there are only finitely many primitive

positive clones on A.

PROOF. Combine Theorem 2 and Proposition 3.    D

A closer look at the proof of Theorem 1 yields the following information. If we

write the principal congruence formula tt(x, y, z,w) as

3ui • • • um f\Si(x,y,z, w,ü) = U(x, y, z,w,u)

i

then we can assume—by equating some of the t¿¿'s without changing irA—that

m < |A||7rA¡ < fc(fc4-fc3+*2)     where k = \A\.

Hence any primitive positive clone on a fc-element set is generated by its members

of arity at most k^k ~k +k ' + 4. By slightly different methods we can show that

any primitive positive clone on a fc-element set is generated by its members of arity

at most kk, but this still seems to us to be far from the best possible result (which

we conjecture to be fc for fc > 3).

We remark in closing that our arguments can be easily modified to prove the

following. Let A±,..., Ar be distinct finite sets, and let K be the set of all finite

nonempty products of {Ai,..., Ar}. Then

{(ConB)se/(-1 Ai,..., A, are similar algebras on Ai,..., Ar}

and

{(Hom(B, Ai))B£K-,i<i<r I Aj,..., Ar are similar algebras on A\,... ,Ar}

are finite sets of indexed sets. Hence (see [8]) there are only finitely many sets

of r-tuples of operations (/¿: A[™ —+ A,)[=1 which are closed under definitions by
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primitive positive formulas. Consequently there are only finitely many essentially

different model companions arising from universal Horn classes generated by r al-

gebras of sizes |Ai|,..., |Ar| respectively.
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